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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
B. Chris Brewster, San Diego, CA
In Ecuador each year there is
Carnival, and Ecuadorans flock to the
beaches like lemmings; not just a few
of whom get in trouble and die for
lack of lifeguard protection. As has
been chronicled in ALM, a broadly
diverse spectrum of lifeguards from the
US, led by Paul Dunning, have been
volunteering for the past several years
to help protect the denizens of these
beaches and to promote development
of a reliable network of local lifeguard
protection.
I recently had the pleasure of making a congratulatory presentation to
this inspiring group, which allowed
me to reflect upon how their work is a
critical part of a hemispheric and, in
fact, global network of lifeguards for
life.® Hopefully, Ecuador will be the
next piece to fall into place.
Drowning is the second leading
cause of accidental death worldwide.
It disproportionately affects children. A
staggering 97% of drowning death
occurs in developing nations, a definition under which most countries in the
Western Hemisphere, known as the
Americas, falls.
In 1995, the United States
Lifesaving Association became a
founding member of the International
Life Saving Federation. At that time,
we and the Lifesaving Society of
Canada were the only national lifesaving member organizations from the
Americas.
Back then I got a call from
Europe, around 3:00 a.m., from Carl
Martinez and Tom Daly, asking me to
lead the Americas Region as its president. I have served in that position
ever since, having been re-elected a
few times by the member organiza-

tions of the Americas. Peter Davis has
recently been elected as the Americas’
Secretary General.
Over the years, the Americas
Region has worked to help develop
national lifesaving organizations in
other countries and to bring them on
as ILS members, joining other likeminded lifesavers. This has not been
at all easy. The Americas Region of
the ILS has a tiny income, and in
developing nations there is typically
very little money for drowning prevention. Funding is a huge hurdle.
We have therefore had to rely on
the efforts and generosity of innumerable lifeguards and lifeguard agencies, each donating time and expenses. Lifeguards from various countries
in the Americas have been invited to
our homes and lifeguard agencies,
undergoing training and taking that
knowledge back with them. US lifeguards have journeyed to many of

these countries, offering training,
expertise, and equipment.
We have learned that our own
methods are not always the best. We
have learned to be humble in trying to
be helpful. We have tried always to
leave a legacy of lifesaving.
One thing that has become clear is
that while it is inspiring and enjoyable
to travel to other countries to help, we
must avoid creating reliance on ourselves, since our time and resources
are limited. We cannot allow ourselves
to be used in place of local people.
We must help build organizations that
become self-sufficient. And that is
always our primary goal.
It is for these reasons that we have
learned to strongly promote the concept of coordinating this voluntarism
through the Americas Region, in
stages that offer assistance, but ultimately involve goals of moving on, to
the next needy recipient. The
Americas Region is large and the
need is too great for us to address it
all at once, or to dwell too long in
one place.
And it is working. The two members of the Americas Region that started out in 1995 are now joined by
national lifesaving organizations from
Antigua, Argentina, Brazil, the British
Virgin Islands, Jamaica, Mexico, Saint
Lucia, Surinam, Trinidad & Tobago,
and Venezuela. The American Red
Cross and the YMCA of the USA have
come aboard too. Meantime, efforts
are underway in Aruba, Ecuador, and
Uruguay.
Helping establish self-sufficient lifesaving organizations does not mean
walking away when they stand up.
to page 6...
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE... from page 5
Rather, in joining the ILS, they become
connected with all of the lifesaving
organizations in the Americas and,
indeed, the world. In fact, in many
cases, they themselves become the
donor nations. The helped become the
helpers.
Venezuela, a recent recipient of
our assistance, just finished offering
assistance, in the way of training, to
neighboring Aruba. Brazil annually
conducts a South American lifesaving
conference and competition, open to
lifeguards throughout the Americas.
Argentina is working to bring Uruguay
aboard. And these are just a few
examples.
Drowning is blind. It knows no
international boundary, no ethnicity,

no one gender or age. The entire population of the world is exposed, yet
there are clear methods of preventing
it, of protecting those at risk. A life
saved that would otherwise be lost
has the same beneficial impact on the
person saved, their family, their
friends, and their society, regardless of
where it happens.
We have learned, as US lifeguards, to use proven techniques to
save lives, and we know that the
chance of drowning death at a beach
protected by USLA trained lifeguards is
one in 18 million beach visits. Sharing
that knowledge is itself a lifesaving
act, for when we cannot be there, others will need to be the lifesavers.
Every lifeguard knows that saving
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a life that would otherwise be lost is
an exhilarating experience. Helping
others do so, in places where the challenges are greater, and knowing they
will use those skills in our absence to
multiply the benefits exponentially,
may not be so dramatic for us, but is
in many ways far more momentous to
the safety of humanity.
I cannot possibly list here the
scores, perhaps hundreds of US lifeguards who have contributed in the
Americas, with the ongoing support of
the United States Lifesaving
Association. I can say that we have
made the world a better place. A safer
place. My heartfelt thanks to each of
you. Lifeguards for life, every one.

G UARDING E XP E RIE N C E : A SIXTH SENSE?
“Jer” G.S. Storrs,Cocoa Beach, FL
Some 200 yards up the beach, a
young girl, probably about 14, started
walking across a couple of hundred feet
of beach, heading for the water. I
grabbed my buoy and began walking
that way. As she got closer to the
water, I upped my pace. She got closer.
I jogged. The last 50 yards I went all
out, and hit the water and grabbed her
hand. That was the only thing above
water. She just walked calmly into the
water and went right down.
Her mother came out to the scene,
and I learned the girl had a rare condition. No fear of anything and was not
allowed out on her own.
Another day, we had a steady 5
foot surf, sets at a righteous 8 feet.
Scanning across a group of college age
body surfers set for the 8 footers, something bothered me. No clue at all what
it was, but I grabbed my can and
hauled out there. In the midst of about 6
or 8 guys, I saw nothing at all; felt like
a rookie.
To cover my embarrassment, I
quipped “anybody for a free tow to the
beach?” From about ten feet away,
“Thank God ! you sure can.” He was
just wiped out.
What are these old lifeguard-over-abeer tales? Samples of the absolute core
of lifeguarding. Maybe it’s situational
awareness, but the label doesn’t matter.
I’ve called it ‘reading’ the scene.
The constant action and talk about
endurance running, thousand yard
swims etc., can get a guard in proper
shape, but run to what? Swim to what?
The key is spotting the victim, and spotting him early. Then the run and swim
come in.
Everybody can sharpen the skill. It
can be a game, either solitaire or with a
group. A subject is observed, then

‘read’ for anything at all while he is still
on sand. This guy a waterman? Nonswimmer? You can fill in a lot of possibilities. Solo, you just enjoy a private
‘Ha! Had that one figured.’
In a group, reading rivalry get both
amusing and intense. It will reveal a
whole lot of valuable information.
Carry this sixth sense everywhere.
In Traffic, play the game. You’re a player when nobody surprises you, cutting
in. Whether he was alongside or coming up from behind, you should ‘see’ it
coming before it happens.
What is behind that ace pass interceptor? You read the quarterback, all
receivers and the pattern. He knew the
ball’s path. That simple.
Extreme case; street mugging, you
should not be surprised from behind.
The mugger will always scope you out
face to face first. If you read right, at
least you are ready.

Swimmer facing shore most of the time.

Not comfortable in water, easily
panicked.
Person watching water a long time
before going in.

If not cold water, or surfer, this
guy fears surf.
Swimmer’s head way up, wagging.

Really a non-swimmer, even
micro-rip will get him.
Anyone on inflatable toy.

Excellent rescue potential.
Swimmer yelling for help.

Order him out of water
(alternative, go get him; see that
he NEEDS help).
Any child about ten or under.

Red alert! Most kids this age just
go down; no struggle or climbing
ladder.
Group of swimmers or body surfers way out.

CUES POSSIBLE INDICATION

Watch for weak guys trying to

Girl with hair in her face.
She’s going down SOON.

keep up.
Street clothes on the beach.

Two or three mothers with children.
More likely chatting than
watching kids.
Big party, teens to 30’s, lots of stuff,
chairs, cooler.
Potential trouble on the beach
or in the water.
Gang of guys with wives. Age mid 30’s
to 40. Guys playing football.
Prime setting for ‘heart attack’.
35 year old overstressed proving
he still has the stuff.
Kids out on beach, blowing off steam.
Finals just over.
Time for Gran Mal seizures. They
normally seize after stress.

Likely flatlander, thief or foreign
tourist.
Show off kid in group of swimmers.

Can get in fatigue trouble.
Kid with snorkel, fins and faceplate.

On USA, east or west coast,
knows nothing of surf, nor do
parents who bought the stuff.
Athletic handsome guy with
sunburned nose, cheek-bones and tops
of feet sitting near water
looking up & down.

Go introduce yourself to the
fellow lifeguard or ex-lifeguard
‘watching his water.’
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RONALD SCHAFER

D I E S AT 53; C A L I F O R N I A
S TAT E PA R K S S U P E R I N T E N D E N T I N L O S A N G E L E S
Valerie J. Nelson, Los Angeles Times, Reprint with permission

Ronald P. Schafer, who as superintendent of the
California state parks' Angeles District pushed to develop
urban parks in the core of Los Angeles, has died. He was
53.
Schafer had finished competing in a Malibu triathlon
Sept. 12 and was eating with friends when he had a
stroke. He died Wednesday at Los Angeles County-USC
Medical Center, said his brother, Randy.
In a statement, Ruth Coleman, director of California
State Parks, said Schafer did everything in life with
"tremendous passion" and left behind "a legacy of park
protection."
Since 2002, he had overseen the Angeles District,
which encompasses 18 park units in the Los Angeles area.
In that role, and throughout his career, Schafer had
emphasized building partnerships that helped establish
new state parks in urban areas. The new parks included
two downtown – Rio de Los Angeles State Park along the
Los Angeles River and Los Angeles State Historic Park north
of Chinatown.
He also is credited with strengthening the state parks'
relationship with the National Park Service in the Santa
Monica Mountains National Recreation Area and the
Santa Monica Conservancy. Schaefer had chaired the conservancy's board since 2008.
Joseph T. Edmiston, executive director of the conservancy, called Schafer "a rock of integrity" whose
"indomitable spirit and absolute commitment to public

parkland made him a standout as a colleague and friend."
Ronald Paul Schafer was born Aug. 30, 1957, in
Akron, Ohio, and grew up in Newport Beach and Los
Gatos, Calif.
He was a mischievous child who learned to swim in
two hours when he was about 4, recalled his mother, Pat
Farrell.
At the University of Texas at Austin, Schaefer swam
competitively and completed his bachelor's degree in biology at San Jose State.
He joined the state park system as a seasonal lifeguard
when he was 18 and returned in 1984 as a permanent
peace officer and lifeguard at Huntington and Bolsa Chica
state beaches.
As he rose through the ranks, Schafer oversaw the
state park lifeguard program, served as superintendent of
Chino Hills and Lake Perris operations in Riverside County
and was district superintendent in the Bay Area.
Fellow state park employees considered Schafer a
mentor, "a team builder" and "inspiration to many," said
Tony Perez, deputy director for park operations.
Schafer, who was divorced, had been living in the
ranger residence at Malibu Creek State Park and recently
had moved to Costa Mesa.
In addition to his mother and brother, Schafer is survived by twin sons, Jason and Thomas; a daughter, Sarah;
a half sister, Jennifer DeAnda; and two stepbrothers,
Timothy and Sean Farrell.

The USLA has arranged for deep discounts and special deals with leading companies that offer products of value to USLA members.
Visit the USLA Home page (at the bottom) or the USLA Store, at: http://www.usla.org/store/store.asp
Example discounts available to you:
- 45% off Da Fin swim fins
- 50% off Hobie polarized sunglasses (including special deals on prescription sunglasses)
- 50% off almost all the products offered for sale by Finis
- Special discounts on Ford automobiles.
As well, lifeguards, chapters, and regions can purchase clothing and other items with the USLA logo embroidered on them at Uniserv
GuardGear. And you can purchase rings with the USLA logo from Jostens.
The USLA is committed to helping lifeguards get the best equipment at the best prices. Don't forget to sign up for your membership
today through your chapter or at: http://membership.usla.org/memberlogin.asp
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ALL–WOMEN TOURNAMENT INSPIRES TWO
G E N E R AT I O N S O F W O M E N S U R F - L I F E G U A R D S
Sandy Hook, NJ
Jill Friedman began her

running, swimming, running with

career as a lifeguard in 1979,

a rescue board, paddling, and

while working at Gateway

running again.

National Recreation Area’s Jacob

Janet Mangan Carbin was

Riis Park. By the early 1980s,

the second female lifeguard hired

she wondered why lifeguard tour-

in the state of New Jersey, back

naments generally limited women

in 1977. (Sandy Hook hired the

to one relay event which, in her

first, earlier that summer.) But to

words, “was usually called the

her, “what’s most important is

‘Mermaid Relay.’ ” Friedman

what is happening now. I’m real-

began openly questioning why

ly proud of what our girls have

women could not compete

done in this still male-dominated

against each other in their own

profession.” Carbin now man-

tournament, with a full range of

ages a crew of lifeguards at

contests. In time, management lis-

Spring Lake in Monmouth

tened. The first All-Women

County, where male lifeguards

Lifeguard Tournament took place

and supervisors fully support their

at Riis Park in July 1985.
On Wednesday, July 28, Friedman watched as the
26th annual All-Women Lifeguard Tournament took
place at Gateway’s Sandy Hook Unit. This year, 214

female peers: “The boys are holding down the beach
today while the girls compete.” Carbin’s daughter Jenna
won as Top Individual Performer in Division II.
Nikki Yaegar, a Spring Lake lifeguard who won the

surf-lifeguards traveled from four states to compete in ten

run-paddle-run race for Division II, admires the ground-

contests.

breaking work by earlier women lifeguards, including

Division I winners were the lifeguards from Smith

her boss. “If there was any doubt about her ability, she

Point, New York. The team from Spring Lake, New

proved everybody wrong.” Yaeger said that the crew

Jersey, took first prize in Division II, with Gateway’s own

trains as a team in the morning and as individuals in the

Sandy Hook lifeguards finishing second. Top individual

afternoon, where Carbin “expects us to do everything

performers were Kristin Purdy from Smith Point and

the guys can do—and that’s the way it should be.”

Jenna Carbin from Spring Lake. Results from all contests,

While there are more women lifeguards than ever,

are posted on the Gateway website. Superintendent

full gender parity is a long way away. Even today, many

Barry Sullivan handed out the awards as his last official

lifeguard tournaments offer limited chances for women to

act before retirement.

compete against each other. Friedman, now a lifeguard

Events included the run-swim-run, where women run

at Jones Beach, believes that the tournament is still neces-

the length of a football field, swim the length of three

sary, not only to build and test women’s strength but also

football fields, then run the length of another football

to create “strength of the mind. If you have confidence in

field to the finish. In the surf rescue event, rescuers swim

this, you can have confidence in everything,” Friedman

out with a surf-rescue board to bring back a “victim”

concluded. “You can be an athlete, a businesswoman, a

from 100 yards offshore. The Ironwoman event includes

housewife—anything you want.”
A MERICAN L IFEGUARD M AGAZINE , S UMMER 2010
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26th ANNUAL NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
ALL–WOMEN LIFEGUARD TOURNAMENT 2010
On July 28, 2010, 214 outstanding female competitors
representing 22 lifeguard services from as far as New York to
Ocean City, Maryland, took part in the 26th National Park
Service All-Women Lifeguard Tournament.
This popular annual lifeguard competition took place on a
day of intermittently gray and cloud-covered skies at the beautiful oceanfront of the Sandy Hook Unit (New Jersey) of
Gateway National Recreation Area.
The tourney features competitive events that test for speed,
stamina, and skill in such aspects of surf-lifeguard work as running, swimming, paddling a surf-rescue board or an ocean
kayak, and rowing a surfboat.
The meet has attracted the full spectrum of national media
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coverage—from Sports Illustrated... to National Public Radio...
to ABC–TV’s “Good Morning, America”… to CNN–TV’s “A
Different Story.”
This yearly competition is part of Gateway National
Recreation Area’s continuing surf-lifeguard FEORP (Federal
Equal Opportunity Recruitment Program) effort.
Gateway hosts this meet to showcase the high level of fitness and skill of women in surf-lifeguarding—and thus provide
impressive rôle models so others will consider this still-nontraditional line of work for women.
For information about the 27th NPS All-Women (2011),
call 1–800–678–7946, or E-mail carl_martinez@nps.gov.
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SURVEYOR LIFEGUARD TOWERS

BY INDUSTRIAL

DESIGN RESEARCH

Surveyor Lifeguard Towers provide the safest and most cost effective way to station lifeguards in any environment. We
are the worlds leading manufacturer of fiberglass lifeguard towers with well over 400 in use on beaches, lakes, pools,
and military bases around the world. Our largest concentrations are deployed in California, the Hawaiian Islands, and
Florida. All Surveyor products are proudly made in the U.S.A.
Our towers are made of high quality fiberglass with UV resistant gel coat and utilize all stainless hardware, stairs,
and railings. By design they are ideally suited for harsh marine / aquatic environments. They protect lifeguards from
excessive sun exposure, and provide excellent ventilation to help reduce fatigue. Our newest product, the Surveyor
APEX (patient pending), shown in rear view below is designed to minimize structural exposure in extreme weather
conditions when closed. This provides a huge benefit in hurricane prone areas.

We offer three tower models. The Surveyor APEX and Senior are dual lifeguard capacity. The Surveyor Junior is
designed for a single lifeguard.
All have easy closing and locking doors to protect against vandalism, locking cabinet(s), and counter space (APEX &
Sr.). Our towers are more environmentally friendly, require less maintenance, and typically last far longer in
corrosive environments then towers made from other materials. With minimal upkeep, like a fiberglass boat, they will
last for several decades or more as proven by our units currently in the field.
We can provide standard or custom designed lifeguard towers to fit any requirement. Our website has more detailed
information on all our products, features, and options. Please contact us for quotations, or answers to any questions
you may have.

Dave Stollery, CEO
(714) 557-4009 or (714) 420-0695 cell
12 A MERICAN L IFEGUARD M AGAZINE , S UMMER 2010

Email: indesre@sbcglobal.net
Website: SurveyorLifeguardTowers.com
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A LIFEGUARD'S JOURNEY

TO

SOUTH AMERICA

Michelle Ericson, San Diego, CA
One of the best parts about being a
lifeguard is the anticipation and arrival
of summer, which in turn means a
reunion with our beloved lifeguard family. Whether it’s your first year guarding, or you’ve been retired for years,
lifeguarding is a bond that will stitch
you into a group so quickly and tightly
that you’ll become a member for life. A
bond stitched in by the busy summer
days, long summer nights, and those
harrowing rescues that make your hair
stand on end when you retell the story.

I used to think that this family I
belonged to resided only in my beloved
hometown San Diego, CA. But this past
year, when I traveled to South America,
I discovered this family isn’t only regional (nor is it only national), it’s an international family.
In the winter of 2009, through my
very fortunate connections with Chris
Brewster, I contacted the Rio de Janeiro
lifeguards of Brazil, the Montevideo lifeguards of Uruguay and, through Project
Ecuador, I came in contact with the
Manta lifeguards of Ecuador, all in

anticipation of my trip in the Spring of
2010. Every encounter overwhelmed
me with love and generosity based on
the lone fact that we shared this common bond: lifeguarding.
My first stop was Rio de Janeiro
where I was met by Lt. Joao Paulo and
a former lifeguard Trinte at the airport.
After a short tour of the city, they drove
me to the lifeguard station where I
would be staying. They gave me the
key to the women’s quarters, where the
women officers stay, and told me to feel
like the tower was my home while I was
staying there.
From the beginning they took me
under their wings and treated me like a
sister. In fact, everyone there did.
During my visit I ate with the officers,
met with the Chief, received a tour of
their entire district, paddled and surfed
with the other guards, observed their
Junior Guard Program, experienced the
nightlife, watched capoiera (an AfroBrazilian art form that combines elements of martial arts, music, and
dance), and of course toured a bit of
the city.
The agency in Rio de Janeiro

(specifically the beach Baja da Chazuka
where I was located) runs similar to the
city of San Diego in that there is a
Chief, Lieutenants, Sergeants, senior
guards and tower guards. The guards
are also into competing and keeping in
excellent shape; water men and women
through and through. But, there were a
few things that were very different.
Logistically what stood out to me is
that they don’t have vehicles to use on
their beach. They respond only by foot,
by streets or by the one boat that they
have. They also have a doctor on duty
at all times, so whenever there is a big
call, the doctor responds to handle any
medical issues that may occur on the
call. Also, for their tower system, they
have a large tower about every quarter
mile, with a micro stand in between
each larger tower, set up right in the
crowd at waters edge. To communicate
they use Nextel radios, which is a radio
version of a cell phone used all over
Latin America.

But, the biggest difference I noticed
were the crowds. San Diego beaches, I
believe, can be some of the busiest
beaches in the United States, but they
are nothing compared to Rio de Janeiro.
Rio is located very close to the equator,
so just in order to keep cool I would
take a couple showers a day, so as to
avoid getting too hot. So, going to the
beach and cooling off in the water is
extremely popular with the locals.
to page 22...
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Huntington State Beach, California
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A LIFEGUARD'S JOURNEY... from page 17
I got a full taste of this when the
guards took me on a tour of their district
that probably extended at least seven
miles of coast. Along that entire stretch
there was nothing but an unending busy
crowd on the beach and in the water.
The crazy part is it wasn’t even a weekend day, it was a Monday. Brazil is
incredible.
My experience was unforgettable.
The people, the culture, the land, it’s
breathtaking. I didn’t want to move on
but I had to, but not without new lifelong friends.

After a few stops along the way, I
ended up in Montevideo, Uruguay
where I received the same hospitality I
had received in Brazil. I got in contact
with the guards in Montevideo through
Chris Brewster’s contact of an ILS affiliated agency in Argentina. When I
emailed them that I would be going to
Uruguay before I headed to Argentina
they immediately sent me the information of Nelson Clavero, a coordinator of
one of Montevideo’s beaches, who
ended up becoming my main contact.

When I arrived in Montevideo I
waited for about an hour at the bus sta-

tion, because we roughly estimated
when I would arrive, but were gravely
mistaken. So when Nelson Clavera Fojo
found me I was playing my ukulele with
a couple of artisans on the sidewalk
right next to my oversized backpack
and surfboard bag. I must have looked
like quite the hippy, but he welcomed
me in with open arms anyway.
Thinking that
I would prefer to
stay with a
younger crowd,
he made arrangements for me to
stay with another
lifeguard, Diego
Gonzales and his
fiance Patricia
Couto. Just as in
Brazil, they welcomed me in as
part of the family.
Not only did they
give me my own
room and own
bed to sleep in
(which was
amazing because
I had been camping for a week at
this point), but
they gave me a
cell phone so
they could keep
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track of me and check in on me during
the day.
I came to find out that Diego and
Patricia are actually doctors, but Diego
also works as a full time lifeguard
because doctors don’t get paid well in
Uruguay. The lifeguards, and I think just
the people in general in Uruguay, work
so much. Most of them have two or
three jobs and work everyday of the
week. Yet, somehow it seemed that they
all still maintain a very social night life.
In Montevideo the lifeguards don´t
have their own motor vehicles. They
have to contact the state and borrow a
vehicle if they need to use it for the day.
So, in order to give me a tour of the
beaches they did just that. Nelson took
me on a tour of the Western Beaches
during one of his shifts. Montevideo is
divided into two sides, the East and the
West. The majority of the guards work
to page 23...
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on the East side which borders the city,
while a select few work on the western
beaches which consists of more open
land and a lot of locals.
I was fortunate to be there as the
city was preparing for Carnival. For
every country in Latin America, Carnival
is celebrated a little differently. In
Uruguay they have candombe drummers
marching through the streets of every
barrrio, with candombe dancers enticing them to play. Each barrio raises
their flags during the march that repre-

ent colors.
They also have Las Morgas, which
are comedic political musicals. In the
Morga, there is a section for family,
society and politics and it is hilarious! I
think it would have been even funnier if
I grew up in Uruguay because I think
there were a lot of jokes that I missed
out on, but nevertheless I was so thankful to have experienced it.
When the Nelson and his wife
Victoria de Leon brought me back to the
bus station we all had a few tears in our
eyes, because it was like we were saying goodbye to family. But I was ready
for the next leg of my adventure, and
about a month later I met up with a couple of other San Diego guards to volunteer in Ecuador for Project Ecuador.
John Bahl, a fellow lifeguard introduced me to the program, which was
advertised in a USLA magazine. From
my understanding we were going to

help guard Ecuadorian waters during
Carnival because they were understaffed. But it turned out to be much bigger than I had imagined.
From Chile I flew to Panama City,
Panama, where I met up with Dan
Calvert, a fellow San Diego lifeguard,
and the majority of the crew that would
be helping out in Project Ecuador. I
was so excited to see a familiar face
because it made me feel like I was back
at home.
Once we arrived in Ecuador we
were greeted by a big crew of life-

to page 27...
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A LIFEGUARD'S JOURNEY... from page 23 nate decision on the part of the govern-

guards from the City of Playas. They
were the nicest guys you could imagine,
but after hearing their story I started
realizing the real reason why we were
here, and why its so important we stay
connected as a lifeguard community.
The Playas guards were fired from
their jobs right before Carnival, and
had been denied pay for three months.
The pay in Ecuador isn´t a lot to begin
with, but at least they were being compensated for their work. They were here
greeting us because Paul Dunning, a
retired Long Beach, California lifeguard,
had been the one who trained them,
and so they wanted to volunteer their
services with their fellow lifeguards in
other cities in Ecuador. Since the government would not pay for their wages
Paul made an executive decision to not
send us to Playas. This was an unfortu-

ment to cut their salaries because last
year, even with the extra guards, there
were three drownings.
That´s the thing about Ecuador, the
people here are ready to work. They’re
ready to learn how to make their
waters safer, but it is a process to get
and then keep the government to back
them up.
Project Ecuador ended up sending a
volunteer group to Montañita, and
another to Manta. My group went to
Manta, which is the sister port of Long

Beach. Montañita and Manta differed
in that Montañita consisted of a young
crowd of tourists from all over South
America, while Manta consisted of
tourists mainly from within Ecuador. So,
each group was dealing with an entirely
different social demographic.
In Manta, we were also working
directly with the Bomberos (Fire
Fighters). From day one, Marcos
Pimentel (a San Diego lifguard), Julia
Caldas (an LA County Lifeguard) and I
were being used to put on workshops
(because we were the only Spanish
speakers) on water safety and rescue
techniques. After our first theory work
shop on the first day we headed to
Murcielego, their version of one of San
Diego’s busiest beaches, Mission Beach,
for pure mayhem. They had private
boats that came into the shoreline, and
a beach that you couldn’t even see
because of the crowds. We worked
from 7 in the morning till 5 or 6 every
night guarding and teaching, and then
spent our nights socializing with the

local guards and having foam wars (the
local carnival tradition).
All in all it was a good week, and I
am so excited for the connections we’ve
made.
Like every other country that I visited
I had nothing but a positive family like
experience as the guards received me
with open arms.
People travel for many different
reasons. They travel to party, to know
the world, to find the meaning of life, or
to help give meaning to the world. The
primary reason I decided to travel to
South America was to help out at a little
surf camp I fell in love with in
Huanchaco, Peru. So when I found out
about Project Ecuador, I felt I was now
given more incentive and excuses to
revisit South America for the third time.
Now with the lifelong friendships I have
made, I am fortunate to look forward to
another visit in the future.
My hope is that our international
family of guards will continue to open
up their arms as we open up ours to
embrace, learn and support our programs that all have the same mission of
saving lives and surfing good waves.
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M A K I N G W AV E S : F O R M E R S A L I S B U R Y
LIFEGUARD CONTINUES TO THRIVE
Evan Mugford, Staff writer Newburyport News, Reprinted with permission
SAN DIEGO, Calif. —
Methuen native Cris "Spike"
Dobrosielski's presence along the
Salisbury shoreline was a given
every summer from the time he
was 9 years old.
A year removed from losing his
father, Vincent, a young
Dobrosielski looked to the lifeguards of Salisbury as role models. Too young to be a professional
lifeguard — Dobrosielski would
have to wait until his 17th birthday
for that mark of passage — he
was honored as Salisbury Beach's
first junior lifeguard. As he strolled
the beaches, he learned from the
best and was taught about the ocean.
"The guards of Salisbury stepped in and provided
more friendship, guidance and love than you could
imagine," said Dobrosielski, mentioning the friendships
he shared with older guards like Craig Weir, Patrick
Griffin and Ron Simmons.
In essence,
Dobrosielski has
been wearing
orange shorts his
entire life.
Now 41 and
living in San
Diego,
Dobrosielski, the
same lifeguard
who hounded
the older teens
for attention and
earned CPR certificates years
before he was
even technically
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eligible to protect North Shore
waters, is in a league of his own.
A multiple-event winner in the
2002 and 2004 World Lifesaving
Association Championships and
the 2009 United States Lifesaving
Association (USLA) National
Lifeguard Champion in the
International Ironman competition
(40-44 age division), Dobrosielski,
a personal and group fitness trainer, has made a living of pushing
his body and mind to the utmost
limits, while subsequently teaching
others the craft of enjoying life at
every age and ability level.
Dobrosielski once again found
himself matched up against the best watermen the world
has to offer at this year's USLA National Lifeguard
Competition held at Huntington Beach, earning a third
place finish in the men's run-swim-run competition (4044 age division).
Currently serving as a team leader for the San
Diego city lifesaving competition team, working as a volunteer strength and conditioning coach for the San
Diego canoe and kayak Olympic development team,
and running his own strength and conditioning company
called Monumental Results Inc., Dobrosielski's career
path rolled in various directions before his true calling
emerged.
A former basketball star at Governor Dummer
Academy (now The Governor's Academy), Dobrosielski
went to New York's Hardwick College to pursue his passion for the basketball court, but after a single semester,
his distance from the sea and his fellow lifeguards
began to wear on him. Dobrosielski determined that he
needed to pursue a different educational experience.
"I was never very comfortable being more than a
stone's throw from the sea," said Dobrosielski, who
to page 29...
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credits his mother, Helen, for her unwavering support.
He enrolled at Northern Essex Community College,
graduated with high honors, and soon departed to the
West Coast where his love for the sea, lifeguarding and
triathlon competition was a year-round endeavor.
He enrolled at San Diego State University and
walked on as a member of the Division 1 cross country
team, eventually winning a Western Athletic Conference
Student-Athlete Award.
Upon graduating with a bachelor's degree in psychology, other opportunities presented themselves.
However, in spite of hours spent coaching high schoollevel track and cross country, he continued his career as
a lifeguard along the beaches of La Jolla, Calif., and
maintained a competitive lifestyle of distance running
and lifesaving competition.
Weir, a resident of Salisbury who served as a lifeguard supervisor for many years along the Salisbury
coastline, remembers the days when a young
Dobrosielski would show up unannounced for morning
training sessions.
"Not sure what his age was, but he was always just
hanging with the lifeguards. The guys liked him, so we'd
let him come in for the morning workouts," said Weir.
"He became a great lifeguard and was always a real
good person."
With Dobrosielski's strong athletic background, Weir
isn't surprised that his former lifeguard went on to more
challenging waters.
"In order to get a job on the West Coast lifeguarding, you have to be good. They have real stringent test-

ing and interviews, and obviously he made the grade,"
said Weir. "We're proud of him."
Dobrosielski, who has had back problems from
years of competition and training, acknowledges that
while injuries and responsibilities may alter one's routine
and passions in life, other options are always readily
available to those willing to try something new.
It is this mentality that has enabled Dobrosielski to
lay the foundation for writing a book, a project he has
been working on for years.
"The premise of the book is that as we get older, we
are going to experience change and loss in our bodies
and in our life. We can roll over, quit, complain and act
helpless, or 'we can survey the scene of our own lives,'"
explained Dobrosielski, using a common lifeguarding
phrase.
"The book focuses on the importance of turning corners in your life, and looking at the changes and loss as
an exchange and not just as a deficit," he said. "My
goal is to educate, empower and encourage people
how to keep playing the sports and activities they love
longer in life through a well-balanced fitness routine and
a willingness to work with the changes that occur in
their life."
The goal of the book, he said, "is to give back to
institutions," like the YMCA, the Boys and Girls Club
and the JCC, that helped him during his personal and
athletic development.
The hardship of accepting your limitations and introducing new forms of activity is a way of life Dobrosielski
is hoping to share.
A runner his entire life, Dobrosielski went for a walk
with his wife, Jemadean, through the rolling hills and
woods near his home a week before the USLA competition. Their stroll cut along and past many cross country
trails he had run over the years, and was no longer
able to run because of back pain. He said he eyed the
trails with fond memories but then casually dismissed
them.
"I still miss certain activities that don't work for my
41-year-old body, but I literally I try to count my blessings and focus on the things I can do," said
Dobrosielski. "Besides, it can't hold a flame to walking
hand in hand with my wife."
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M E M O R I A L D AY P A N D E M O N I U M M AY 3 1 S T 2 0 1 0
Tiffany LaCasse, Jupiter Beach, FL
It was a hot and sunny day, like
many others days here in South Florida;
except this day was a special one. This
day marked the first official day of summer, Memorial Day. My partner Betsey
Sarley and I were assigned to one of
the most social and culturally diverse
beaches here in the North District;
Dubois Park.
Time: 7:20am - Betsey and I prepared ourselves like we do each day
that we work. We both decided to get
in a good workout so we were ready
for whatever was thrown at us during
the day. A four mile run, and a 500 m
swim and a pit stop to our favorite coffee spot, Dunkin Donuts (Dunkies), gave
us enough endorphins to last us through
a busy day at Dubois, or so we thought.
Time: 8:40am - Betsey and I arrived
at Dubois Park usually to an empty parking lot, but not today. As we were both
pulling in all visible parking spots were
taken, grills were already smoking, a
plethora of different music blaring,
umbrellas were set up and people were
already celebrating.
Time: 8:50am - Betsey and I set up
our tower like usual and we were putting the finishing touches up when a
patron came over to our office stating
that this small child by her side did not
belong to her. Betsey continued to set
up, while I put the little girl (no older
that 2yrs old) on my hip and set out to
find the child’s parents. With the help of
another co-worker, Chase Roberston
(who was sitting at our sister beach
Jupiter Inlet), he and two other police
officers, Time: 9:15am - we finally found
the “campsite” of the child’s parents.
This in fact was clearly across the other
side of the park.
Time: 10:20am - Betsey and I are
sitting the tower talking and enjoying
each other’s company when we hear a
cry for help. A woman in her mid fifties
had collapsed in the lagoons deep
water and was having a seizer. Betsey
responded first with the backboard,
while I contacted backup and emergency medical services (EMS) and followed right behind Betsey with the soft
pack. With the help of some patrons we

moved the women to the safety of the
beach where we again met Chase and
started our procedures; BSI (gloves)
Vitals and most important, Oxygen was
administered. EMS arrived ten minutes
later and took over care. Betsey and I
went back to our tower once the lady
was safe and in the ambulance. Our
adrenaline subsided and our pens jotted
down the last of the important patient
information.
Time: 11:00am - The beach/lagoon
was so packed Betsey and I waved
away our breaks and made a pact to sit
tower all day with each other. As the
day moved on, we had our typical questions and answers with the patrons at
the lagoon, many prevents were made
to keep everyone safe and multiple
child’s tattoos (band-aids) were passed
out. One screaming child with a bloody
knee and two jellyfish stings later. I spot
a small child climbing the invisible ladder, eyes pleading and sinking fast.
Without thinking I am down off the
tower and have jumped into the four
feet deep water and have scooped the
child up in my arms, which may have
been about 3 yrs old. A lecture to the
parents that we are not babysitters and I
walk back to the tower. Time: 11:15 - I
am not even back in my seat but 2 minutes when another person comes up
with an even smaller child maybe 18
months old and tells Betsey and I that
this is not her child. A loud air horn and
2 pairs of lungs (Betsey and I) we cannot find the parents. I start to walk away
in search of the little girl’s parents when
Betsey comes on the radio telling me to
come back to the tower we have another medical emergency. A patron says
she knows where the family is so I hand
the child over to the police and the
women to find her parents. I run back
over to the tower and I see Betsey grabbing the soft pack while I called for
EMS and dropped the flag and cleared
the water.
Time: 11:17am - we arrive to a
scene of a little girl lying limp in her
Fathers lap and barley responding. We
immediately put BSI on and administer
oxygen, while checking the 7 yr. old’s

vitals. A caring patron gave us an
umbrella for shade against the harsh
beating sun. Chase arrived and helped
get the patients history and the story
about what had happed.
Time:11:20am - Apparently the little
girl had stepped on a large piece of
wire and it had left a puncture wound in
the heal. When the little girl saw blood
and the wire sticking out of her heel it
caused her to faint and collapse in her
father’s arms. EMS arrived and took
over care of the child. Again Betsey and
I cleaned out the soft pack and found
that we had already run out of oxygen
and non-re-breather masks for the day.
The crowd was growing and the sun
was not going anywhere, which led to
the police shutting down the beach and
not allowing anymore patrons into the
park. Our Captain, Julia Leo, had to
bring us more supplies and they gave
her a hard time about entering the park
even though she was in a county vehicle. She told the police “you should let
me in because those girls need me and
their supplies.” The police finally let her
through.
When the tide changes at Dubois
Park to low, it is one of the most dangerous times for non-swimmers and children
off all ages. The lagoon leads out to
the mouth of the fast moving inlet and
most parents leave their children unattended thinking it is a safe haven for
their children to splash but it’s not. The
current becomes strong and many people cannot swim against it. It will sweep
anyone off their feet and into deeper
water. On this particular day we had
nine assists with small children either
jumping in after them or using the sheppard’s crook to fish them out of the
water only seconds before their whole
bodies became submerged.
Time: 3pm - Betsey and I hear
screaming from the inlet, someone is
drowning. Betsey responded with the
buoy can and I followed with the rescue
board. When we reach our victim there
were actually four non-swimming
patrons being swept out the inlet due to
the strong current by the jetty. After
to page 31...
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National Transportation Safety Board
Washington, D.C. 20594

Safety Recommendation
Admiral Robert J. Papp, Jr.
Commandant
U.S. Coast Guard
2100 Second Street, SW Washington, DC 20593
In light of two recent maritime accidents, both involving U.S. Coast
Guard patrol boats, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) is
concerned about the potential for crewmembers to be distracted by the
use of cellular telephones and other wireless devices while engaged in
vessel operations. The NTSB believes that such activities present a safety risk that should be addressed by the Coast Guard.
On December 5, 2009, at 2028 eastern standard time, the Coast
Guard shore-based response boat1 CG 25689 collided with the small
passenger vessel Thriller 09 in the harbor of Charleston, South Carolina.
The Thriller 09, carrying two crewmembers and 22 passengers, was on
a tour to view Christmas lights around the harbor. The CG 25689 and a
second Coast Guard vessel, the CG 25788, each with three crewmembers on board, were returning to base after escorting a cargo vessel when
the CG 25689 struck the Thriller 09. Five passengers on the Thriller 09
were injured and required treatment at local hospitals. A sixth passenger
self-reported to the emergency room for treatment. None of the Coast
Guard crewmembers was injured.
About 2 weeks later, on December 20, 2009, at 1740 Pacific standard time, the Coast Guard shore-based response boat CG 33118, carrying five crewmembers, collided with a 24-foot recreational vessel carrying 13 passengers in the harbor of San Diego, California. The annual
boating Parade of Lights was in progress at the time of the accident. CG
33118 was responding to a report of a grounded vessel. The collision
resulted in the death of one child and serious injury to four other passengers on the recreational vessel. None of the crewmembers on the CG
33118 was injured.
Both accidents are still under investigation, and no determination of
causal or contributing factors has yet been reached. The NTSB has
learned, however, that some crewmembers on each Coast Guard accident

Date: August 11, 2010
In reply refer to: M-10-2 and -3

vessel had been using cellular telephones to engage in text-messaging
activities or conversations that were unrelated to vessel operations or to
the mission at hand. The use of cellular telephones and other wireless
devices has been proven to be visually, manually, and cognitively distractive.2 The Coast Guard considers all crewmembers on small boats to
be lookouts while the boats are under way.3
According to existing Coast Guard directives, coordination
between boat crew team members is an essential element of risk management and safe vessel operation.4 The team approach to safe navigation requires the clear, frequent, and accurate exchange of information
between all crewmembers relative to the safe operation of the vessel.
The use of a cellular telephone or other wireless device for personal
communication or for activity unrelated to operations could impede the
exchange of vital operational information as well as delay reaction time.
And as has been shown by recent NTSB findings from accidents in other
transportation modes, the use of cellular telephones and other wireless
devices can degrade performance, slow response times, and increase
attention lapses of those in safety-sensitive positions.5
A recent executive order signed by President Obama prohibits text
messaging by federal employees, including contractors, when driving
government vehicles, when driving privately owned vehicles on government business, or when using electronic equipment supplied by the government while driving. The order directs all agencies of the executive
branch to consider new rules and programs for prohibiting text messaging while driving and to educate federal employees about the safety risks
associated with text messaging while behind the wheel.6 According to
the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, 30 states and the District of
Columbia have banned texting while driving, and 9 states plus the

to page 32...
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bringing the victims safely to shore,
Betsey and I attempted to retrieve personal information from the victims.
However, this important protocol could
not be followed due to a language barrier and all four of the victims dispersing
fast. Upon returning to our tower
Tammie Moynihan (our back up from
Jupiter inlet) was assisting a patient who
thought that she could walk on hot burning coals, even though this is not
Hawaii. With a bottle of sterilized water
and two ice packs put on her burning
feet she soon returned to her family and
continued to party. As the patron hobbles away Betsey and I think “well, its

4pm what else could happen?” As soon
as the words and thoughts escape a
small women approaches our tower.
She has a softball sized contusion on
the side of her face. She said a little
boy picked up a huge rock and hurled it
at her. One ice pack, 30 min of observation and no loss of consciousness we
release her from our care and the
women went back to her family.
Time: 4:45pm - Betsey and I are
very exhausted; we suspect we have
seen it all today. This time the day really
has come to an end and we finally relax
in the tower, we give our daily statistics;
5,000 people, 150 prevents, 20 first

aids, 2 major medicals, 9 assists in the
guarded area and 1 multiple victim
recues outside of the guarded area.
It is days like this one that test our
ocean lifeguarding skills and medical
abilities. Even though were physically
and mentally drained, our spirits soared
high just knowing that we had saved an
abundance of lives and prevented many
other emergencies from happening that
day. There is no passion greater that
we both share, and that is the love and
respect for the ocean, keeping people
safe and lifeguarding.
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District of Columbia have banned the use of hand-held cellular telephones while driving.7 In January 2010, the Secretary of the U.S.
Department of Transportation announced that published regulatory
guidance prohibiting texting by drivers of commercial vehicles such as
large trucks and buses would go into effect immediately.8
The Coast Guard has issued several directives to Coast Guard
employees concerning motor vehicle use and distractions, including cellular telephones.9 The NTSB believes that the lessons learned from previous accidents and the preventive measures in place to prohibit distracted driving can be incorporated, as appropriate, into existing Coast Guard
guidance governing crew training, seamanship, and cutter and boat operations, as well as into the guidance and directives that the Coast Guard
disseminates to the maritime industry as a whole. The Coast Guard’s
July 16, 2010, ALCOAST message 382/10, “Boat Forces Cell
Phone/Texting Device Policy,” represents a first step in this regard.
However, to achieve the intended improvement in safety, the NTSB
believes that the Coast Guard must systematically identify the specific
risks associated with distraction while using a cell phone or other wireless electronic device during vessel operations and address those risks in
its policies.
As a backup tool in the event of loss of radio communications, the
value of a cellular telephone is widely recognized by the maritime community. However, the NTSB believes that to reduce distraction and
improve the operational safety of vessels, the use of cellular telephones
and other wireless devices by individuals in safety-related positions
should be strictly limited during vessel operations. The NTSB therefore
recommends that the Coast Guard take the following action:
Develop and implement national and local policies that
address the use of cellular telephones and other wireless
devices aboard U.S. Coast Guard vessels. (M-10-2)
Issue a safety advisory to the maritime industry that (1)
promotes awareness of the risk posed by the use of cellular
telephones and other wireless devices while operating vessels
and (2) encourages the voluntary development of operational
policies to address the risk. (M-10-3)
We urge you to take action on the safety recommendations in this
letter. The NTSB would appreciate a response from you within 90 days
addressing the actions you have taken or intend to take to implement our
recommendations. In your response, please refer to Safety
Recommendations M-10-2 and -3. If you would like to submit your
response electronically rather than in hard copy, you may send it to the
following e-mail address: correspondence@ntsb.gov. If your response
includes attachments that exceed 5 megabytes, please e-mail us asking
for instructions on how to use our secure mailbox procedures. To avoid
confusion, please use only one method of submission (that is, do not submit both an electronic copy and a hard copy of the same response letter).
Chairman HERSMAN, Vice Chairman HART, and Members
SUMWALT, ROSEKIND, and WEENER concurred in these recommendations.
[Original Signed]
By: Deborah A.P. Hersman, Chairman
Editor’s note: “Since this Safety Recommendation was issued by the
NTSB, a correction was issued by the NTSB stating that there may
have been no texting or cellphone use in the San Diego incident.
However, the Safety Recommendation has not been withdrawn and the
US Coast Guard has reportedly issued a new policy that bans cellphone use on small boats, except for work purposes and with the boat
commander’s permission.”
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Defined as a Coast Guard “vessel less than 65 feet in length that is
assigned to a multi-mission station or marine safety unit” (“Response
Boats 2010—The Shore-Based Response Boat Strategic Vision and
Transition Plan,” Commandant Instruction 16114.20 [Washington, DC:
U.S Department of Transportation, U.S. Coast Guard, October 31,
2001]).
1

For research information, see U.S. Department of Transportation website on distracted driving <www.distraction.gov>.
2

“Boat Crew Duties and Responsibilities,” chap. 1 in Boat Crew
Seamanship Manual, Commandant Instruction M16114.5C
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Coast
Guard, September 2003), pp. 1-8.
3

“Team Coordination and Risk Management,” chap. 4 in Boat Crew
Seamanship Manual.
4

For more information, see (a) Ford Explorer Sport Collision with
Ford Windstar Minivan and Jeep Grand Cherokee on Interstate 95/495
near Largo, Maryland, on February 1, 2002, Highway Accident Report
NTSB/HAR-03/2 (Washington, DC: National Transportation Board,
2003) <http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2003/HAR0302.pdf>; (b)
Collision of Two Burlington Northern Santa Fe Freight Trains Near
Clarendon, Texas, May 28, 2002, Railroad Accident Report
NTSB/RAR-03/1 (Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety
Board, 2003) <http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2003/RAR0301.pdf>; (c)
Motorcoach Collision With the Alexandria Avenue Bridge Overpass,
George Washington Memorial Parkway, Alexandria, Virginia,
November 14, 2004, Highway Accident Report NTSB/HAR-06/4
(Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board, 2006)
<http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2006/HAR0604.pdf>; (d) Collision of
Metrolink Train 111 with Union Pacific Train LOF65-12, Chatsworth,
California, September 12, 2008, Rail Accident Report NTSB/RAR10/1 (Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety Board, 2010)
<http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2010/RAR1001.pdf>; and (e) Loss of
Control on Approach, Colgan Air, Inc., Operating as Continental
Connection Flight 3407, Bombardier DHC-8-400, N200WQ, Clarence
Center, New York, February 12, 2009, Aircraft Accident Report
NTSB/AAR-10/1 (Washington, DC: National Transportation Safety
Board, 2010) <http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2010/AAR1001.pdf>.
5

Executive Order 13513, “Federal Leadership on Reducing Text
Messaging While Driving,” October 1, 2009 (Federal Register, vol. 75,
no. 192, October 6, 2009, pp. 51225-51227).
6

<http://www.iihs.org/laws/cellphonelaws.aspx, accessed August 4,
2010.
7

8

Federal Register, vol. 75, no. 17 (January 27, 2010), p. 4305.

For example, “Texting While Operating a Motor Vehicle General
Order,” ALCOAST [Coast Guard–wide] message 012/10, January 11,
2010; and “Motor Vehicle Safety,” chap. 10 in Safety and
Environmental Health Manual, Commandant Instruction M5100.47
(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Homeland Security, U.S. Coast
Guard).
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NTSB

ERRED ABOUT COAST GUARD CREW
T E X T I N G B E F O R E FATA L C R A S H
Jeanette Steele, San Diego, CA

The National Transportation Safety Board erred
when it said a Coast Guard crew member sent text messages just before the December boat collision on San
Diego Bay that killed an 8-year-old boy.
The problem: The agency based its conclusion on
the wrong time zone, according to a corrected report
that was quietly issued late last month.
It's a significant admission because the board's initial cell-phone memo to the Coast Guard in August
helped shape public opinion about the boat accident.
Critics of the Coast Guard crew seized on it as further
evidence of alleged carelessness.
Four San Diego-based petty officers have been
charged criminally, an almost unprecedented move in
the Coast Guard. One of them, the 21-year-old pilot of
the boat, will soon face a general court-martial that
could bring 20 years in prison.
The texter whose usage was misreported was Petty
Officer 3rd Class Lavelle Teague, 30, whose legal case
was derailed for several months because of the mixup.
Back in August, the transportation board said the
person sitting in the right rear seat of the Coast Guard
boat — Teague — sent and received as many as six text
messages in the 10 to 15 minutes leading up to the collision, which happened between 5:40 and 5:45 p.m.
on Dec. 20 before a holiday boat parade.
In the revised memo, posted Sept. 29 on the
agency's website, officials acknowledged that those
texts occurred in the 5 o'clock time frame — but in
Central or Eastern time.
An NTSB spokesman in Washington, D.C., said
wireless provider Sprint listed the calls in Pacific time but
hadn't marked the text messages in any way, leading to
the confusion. Because of how wireless signals are routed, the agency now can't determine whether the texts
were sent in Central or Eastern time.
"We made an error and we corrected it," said Peter
Knudson at the transportation board.
The agency never said cell phone use caused the
San Diego Bay collision or a similar one the same
month in Charleston, S.C., where mobile phones also

were used.
But its memo to the Coast Guard said that "in light
of two recent maritime accidents," the board is "concerned about the potential for crew members to be distracted by the use of cellular telephones and other wireless devices while engaged in vessel operations."
The transportation board stands by what it previously reported as the cell-phone activity of the other San
Diego Coast Guard crew members. However, all that
activity occurred before 5:30 p.m., when the Coast
Guard estimates the boat pulled away from its mooring
on North Harbor Drive.
The boat's pilot, Petty Officer 3rd Class Paul Ramos,
made a two-minute cell phone call at 5:24 p.m.
Petty Officer 2nd Class Ian Howell, seated in the
boat's left rear seat, made two very brief calls at 5:26
p.m. and sent a text one minute later.
In the navigator's seat in front, Petty Officer 3rd
Class Brittany Rasmussen made no calls or texts.
Of the four charged, Teague, the boat's machinery
technician, always faced the lowest penalty: negligent
dereliction of duty, which carries a maximum sentence
of three months behind bars. He signed an agreement
to be tried administratively and to testify at the trials of
the other crew members. Then that deal was placed on
hold after the NTSB report.
Now the agreement will move forward again.
Teague will plead not guilty, said his attorney, Navy Lt.
Ben Voce-Gardner.
The Coast Guard has issued a new cell-phone policy
since the collision, which killed Anthony DeWeese of
Rancho Peñasquitos. It bans such use on small boats,
except for work purposes and with the boat commander's permission.
Knudson said the transportation board still wants the
Coast Guard to be more specific about what conditions
would merit cell phone use by crew members.
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LIFEGUARD

BOOK REVIEWS

Chuck Kroll, Aquatic Historian, Seattle, WA
Over the past 12 years a number of quality books have
been written recalling both the recent and historic past of lifeguards and lifesaving on the beaches and shores of the USA.
Whether you are a rookie lifeguard, seasoned veteran, lifeguard groupie or hard core history buff, the two newest editions to hit the bookstores this past summer of 2010, should
not be missed.
‘DAYTONA BEACH LIFEGUARDS’ is another strong
addition to ‘Arcadia
Publishing’s, Images of
America’ series of books.
*Researched and written by
local Daytona Beach writer,
Patti Smith, shares a brief history of this exciting, sun soaked
47 miles of shoreline beginning
in the late 1920’s.
Though Lifeguards had
been active on these shores
since the early 1900’s, the second chapter begins with the signing of the official charter of the
Daytona Beach Red Cross Life
Saving Corp on May 22, 1931.
Ormand Beach, New Smyrna
Beach and Volusia County lifeguards’ histories share a chapter
followed by the merging of these
individual agencies into what is
now the Volusia County Beach
Patrol (VCBP).
Highlights of the book include learning that actor Ted
Cassidy, (Lerch from ‘The Adams Family’) was an Ormand
Beach Lifeguard in the early 50’s. Also, an entire chapter is
dedicated to lifeguards that served in WWII and the female
WAAC (Women’s Army Air Corp) members that filled the void
on the beaches during their absence.
There is a wonderful
photo and caption of the
2008 Annual Reunion of
the VCBP for those remaining lifeguards who ‘have
taken the water cure,’
which is explained earlier
in the text. Disappointing
was that there was no
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mention of the VCPB hosting RESCUE 2002, the international
life saving championships in Daytona Beach.
‘LIFEGUARDS OF THE
JERSEY SHORE’ (LJS) follows
a similar format as the
‘Arcadia’ books with a few
distinctive, quality differences. First of all LJS is filled
with both B&W and color
images. Though both texts
have almost the exact number of pages, the actual size
of this “Shiffer’ publication is
roughly 30% larger.
Historical records indicate that the first guardians of our nation’s shores began in
Atlantic City, NJ. The names, dates, images and captions of
the lifeguard services beginning all along the Jersey Shore
from Sandy Hook to Cape May, are well documented and
visually entertaining.
Scattered throughout the text
are sidebar stories of rescues
and the chapter included on lifeguard culture has a number of
fun anecdotal stories from lifeguards ‘in their own words.’
The chapter ‘Lifeguard Legends
& Heroes’ gives testament and
honors those who have risen
above to become examples of
leadership & vigilance.
A history of lifeguard boats
and the development of rescue
floatation devices are given
highlight treatment as are modern lifeguard tournaments,
though there is no mention of the early national lifeguard
championships held in Atlantic City in the 1930’s.
*Other Lifeguard books published by ‘Arcadia’s Images of
America’ series:
‘Ocean City Beach Patrol’ by Fred Miller 2004
‘Los Angels County Lifeguards’ by Arthur C. Verge 2005
‘Lifeguards of San Diego County’ by Michael T. Martino 2007
‘Santa Monica Lifeguards’ by Arthur C. Verge 2007
‘Huntington Beach Lifeguards’ by Kai Weisser 2008
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